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Sound and Complete Proof Rules for Probabilistic
Termination

RUPAK MAJUMDAR,Max Planck Institute for Software Systems (MPI-SWS), Germany

V. R. SATHIYANARAYANA, Max Planck Institute for Software Systems (MPI-SWS), Germany

Termination is a fundamental question in the analysis of probabilistic imperative programs. We consider the
qualitative and quantitative probabilistic termination problems for an imperative programming model with
discrete probabilistic choice and demonic bounded nondeterminism. The qualitative question asks if the pro-
gram terminates almost surely, no matter how nondeterminism is resolved; the quantitative question asks
for a bound on the probability of termination. Despite a long and rich literature on the topic, no sound and
relatively complete proof systems were known for this problem. We provide the first sound and relatively
complete proof rules for proving qualitative and quantitative termination in the assertion language of arith-
metic. Our proof rules use supermartingales as estimates of likelihood of the prgroam’s evolution—the key
insight is to use appropriately defined finite-state sub-instances. Our completeness result shows how to con-
struct a suitable supermartingales from an almost-surely terminating program. We also show that proofs of
termination in many existing proof systems can be transformed to proofs in our system, pointing to its appli-
cability in practice. As an application of our proof rule, we show a proof of almost sure termination for the
two-dimensional random walker.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Probabilistic programming languages extend the syntax of usual deterministic computation with
primitives for random choice. Thus, probabilistic programs express randomized computation and
have found applications in many domains where randomization is essential.
We study the termination problem for probabilistic programswith discrete probabilistic and non-

deterministic choice. Termination is a fundamental property of programs and formal reasoning
about (deterministic) program termination goes back to Turing [45]. Its extension to the proba-
bilistic setting can be either qualitative or quantitative. Qualitative termination, or Almost-Sure
Termination (AST) asks if the program terminates almost-surely, no matter how the nondetermin-
ism is resolved. Quantitative termination, on the other hand, relates to finding upper and lower
bounds on the probability of termination that hold across all resolutions of nondeterminism.
For finite-state probabilistic programs, both qualitative and quantitative termination problems

are well understood: there are sound and complete algorithmic procedures for termination that
operate by analyzing the underlying finite-state Markov decision processes. Intuitively, every run
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2 Rupak Majumdar and V. R. Sathiyanarayana

of the system eventually arrives in an end component and thus, computing the termination prob-
abilities reduces to computing the reachability probabilities for the appropriate end components
[7, 13–15, 28, 46].
The story is different for infinite state spaces. Existing techniques for deducing termination

typically take the form of sound proof rules over a program logic [9–11, 15, 28, 36, 37]. These rules
ask for certificates consisting of a variety of mathematical entities that satisfy locally-checkable
properties. None of them, however, are known to be complete; that is, we do not know if certificates
can always be found for terminating programs. The search for relatively complete proof rules has
been a long-standing open problem. Note that, since the termination problem is undecidable, one
can only hope for completeness relative to an underlying logic.
In this paper, we describe the first sound and relatively complete proof rules for qualitative

and quantitative termination of probabilistic programs. We present our rules in a simple proof
system in the style of Floyd [22] that applies naturally to our program model. This proof system
uses arithmetic as its assertion language, interpreted over the standard model of rational numbers.
Soundness means that if our proof rule applies, then indeed the system satisfies the (qualitative
or quantitative) termination criterion. Completeness of our rules is relative to the completeness
of a proof system for the underlying assertion language, i.e., arithmetic. Accordingly, we show an
effective reduction from the validity of our program logic to the validity of a finite number of as-
sertions in arithmetic. Whenever the original program terminates (qualitatively or quantitatively),
one can construct a proof in our program logic in such a way that all relevant certificates can
be expressed in the assertion language. This is important: merely knowing that certain semantic
certificates exist may not be sufficient for a proof system, e.g., if these certificates are provided
non-constructively or require terms that cannot be expressed in the assertion language.
Let us be more precise. We work in an imperative programming model with variables ranging

over rationals. Our model fixes a finite set of program locations, and defines a guarded transition
relation between the locations representing computational steps. At marked locations, the model
contains primitives for probability distributions over available transitions. This allows for the ex-
pression of bounded nondeterministic and probabilistic choice; we assume the nondeterminism is
resolved demonically. We fix the language of arithmetic as our expression and assertion language,
and interpret formulas over the standard model of the rational numbers.1 The semantics of our
programming language is given by a Markov decision process on countably many states, where
a demonic scheduler resolves the nondeterminism. Since the language has bounded nondetermin-
ism, we note that each state has a finite number of immedicate successor states and so, for every
scheduler, the number of states reached in a bounded number of steps is finite.
Given a program and a terminal state, the qualitative termination question asks if the infimum

over all schedulers resolving nondeterminism of the probability of reaching the terminal state is
one, that is, if the program almost surely terminates under all possible schedulers. The quantitative
termination question asks if the probability of reaching the terminal state is bounded above or
below by a given probability ? .
For the special case of programs without probabilistic choice, sound and relatively complete

proof systems for termination are known [1, 26, 35]: they involve finding a variant function from
(reachable) program states to a well-founded domain that decreases on every step of the program,
and which maps the terminal state to a minimal element.
A natural generalization of variant functions is a ranking supermartingale: a function from states

to reals that reduces in expectation by some amount on each step of the program. Ranking super-
martingales of various flavors are the workhorse of existing proof rules for qualitative termination.

1One can generalize our result to arithmetical structures [27], but we stick to the simpler setting for clarity.
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Sound and Complete Proof Rules for Probabilistic Termination 3

Unfortunately, an example from [34] shows that a proof rule based only on a ranking supermartin-
gale is incomplete: there may not exist a ranking supermartingale that decreases in expectation
on each step and one may require transfinite ordinals in proofs.

Basic Ingredients. We take a different perspective. Instead of looking for a mapping that represents
the distance to a terminal state that goes down in each step, as in previous approaches, we con-
sider modeling the relative likelihood of the program’s evolution instead. We provide two different
proof rules. In the first, we certify almost sure termination using a function that is unbounded and
non-increasing in expectation on “most” states. In the second, we certify almost sure termination
using a family of functions, one for each reachable state, each non-increasing in expectation. Both
certificates track the execution’s relative likelihood in subtly different ways, and both require ad-
ditional side conditions.
We prove an unrolling lemma that is a central tool for our completeness results. It states that if

the infimum over all schedulers of the probability of reaching a terminal state is at least ? , then for
every n , there is a finite upper bound : such that the infimum over all schedulers of the probability
mass of reaching the terminal state within : steps is at least ? − n . In particular, the set of states
reachable in : steps defines a finite state space. The unrolling lemma appears as a basic ingredient
in characterizing the complexity of almost sure termination [31, 33]. We show that it provides a
surprisingly powerful tool in proving completeness of proof systems by “carving out” finite state
systems out of infinite-state termination problems.

Our Proof Rules for�alitative Termination. I. Our first rule asks for a supermartingale [18]+ that
is non-increasing in expectation on all states except for some set containing the terminal state. In
addition, our rule asks for a variant function * that certifies that every reachable state has some
finite path to the terminal state. We also require a few compatibility conditions on* from+ to let
us conclude the almost-sure escape from sets of states within which + is bounded.
We show the rule is sound by partitioning the collection of all runs and strategically employing

variant arguments and/or martingale theory within each partition. The completeness of the rule
uses the following observation. Fix an enumeration of the reachable states B1, B2, . . . of an almost-
surely terminating program. Let PrB [^1>=] denote the probability that a run starting from state B
reaches some state in {B=, B=+1, . . .} in the enumeration. For a fixed B , we first show that PrB [^1>=]

goes to zero as = → ∞. Following a diagonal-like construction from the theory of countable
Markov chains [39], we next define a sequence =1, =2, . . . such that Pr9 [^1B=: ] ≤

1
2:

for all 9 ≤ :

(this is possible since the limit goes to zero and by the unrolling lemma). This lets us define a
supermartingale defined over the states B as

∑

:∈N

Pr B [^1>=: ]

This supermartingale satisfies the requirements of our rule. Moreover, we show that this super-
martingale can be expressed in arithmetic, granting the rule relative completeness.
II.We provide a second dual proof rule that takes a more local view. Our first rule required cer-

tificates inferred from the global behaviour of the program. Our second rule, by contrast, requires
proofs of near termination, i.e., termination with some non-zero probability, from every reachable
state. If these proofs together indicate a non-zero lower bound of termination across all states, a
zero-one law indicates almost-sure termination. Therefore, our rule asks for a proof of termination
with probability at least 1 − n , for some n > 0.

How does our rule certify termination from a given state with probability 1−n? It incorporates a
proof rule for quantitative termination by Chatterjee et al. [10] that builds finite supermartingales
that take on non-trivial values for only finitely many states. This rule employs stochastic invariants
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4 Rupak Majumdar and V. R. Sathiyanarayana

[11]: pairs (SI, ?) such that the probability with which executions leave the set of states SI is
bounded above by ? . Our proof rule needs a family of stochastic invariants, one for each reachable
state.
The completeness of this rule uses the unrolling lemma in a crucial way. The unrolling lemma

implies a finite state space around every state that accumulates a termination probability mass of
1−n . We use this fact to show that the proof rule of Chatterjee et al. [10] is complete for finite-state
systems. This completeness in turn induces the finite nature of these supermartingales describing
the stochastic invariants around each state.

�antitative Termination. All our rules for quantitative termination again use the stochastic invari-
ants of Chatterjee et al. [11]. A stochastic invariant easily implies an upper bound rule: if there
is a stochastic invariant (SI, ?) that avoids terminal states, the probability of termination is up-
per bounded by ? . For lower bounds, our starting point is the proof rule proposed by Chatterjee
et al. [10] using stochastic invariants: if there is a stochastic invariant (SI, ?) such that runs almost
surely terminate within SI or leave SI, then the probability of termination is at least 1 − ? . While
they claimed soundness and completeness for their rule, there were two issues. First, their rule was
paramterized by a certificate for qualitative termination. In the absence of a relatively complete
proof rule for qualitative termination, one could not achieve relative completeness. Second, we
show in Section 5.3 an explicit example where their rule cannot apply.
We show a sound and complete rule that is a modification of their rule: we require that for each

= ∈ N, there is a stochastic invariant (SI=, ? +
1
=
) such that all runs almost surely terminate within

SI= or leave SI=. Sound and relatively complete certificates for almost sure termination are now
given using our previous technique for qualitative termination.
In summary, we provide the first sound and relatively complete proof rules for qualitative and

quantitative termination, culminating the substantial body of work on probabilistic termination
in the last four decades.

Other Related Work. Our proof rules use supermartingales that are closely related to Lyapunov
functions in stability of dynamical systems. Lyapunov functions have been used to characterize
recurrence and transience in infinite-state Markov chains, going back to the work of Foster [23, 24].
Completeness of Lyapunov functions was shown in general by Mertens et al. [39]. Our proof of
soundness and completeness uses insights from Mertens et al. [39], but we have to overcome sev-
eral technical issues. First, we have demonic nondeterminism and therefore require the unrolling
lemma to deal with infimums over all schedulers. Second, we do not have irreducibility. Finally,
whereas a Markov chain is either recurrent or transient, we cannot assume that a program that
is not almost sure terminating has a strong transience property. Thus, we have to prove these
properties ab initio.
In the literature, there exist sound proof rules for AST that use supermartingales. One rule by

Huang et al. [30] uses supermartingales that exhibit a lower bound on their variation in each step.
A much more closely related work is the excellent AST proof rule by McIver et al. [37]. Their work
shows that a proof rule consisting of a supermartingale function that also acts as a distance variant
is sound for almost-sure termination. While the former is believed to be incomplete [37], it is not
known if the latter rule is complete. Our work indicates that one can achieve completeness by
separating the roles of the distance variant and the supermartingale into two functions.
The issue of an appropriate assertion language for proof rules for termination have been mostly

elided in the literature, and most rules are presented in an informal language of “sufficiently ex-
pressive” mathematical constructs. Important exceptions are the assertion languages of Batz et al.
[6] and den Hartog and de Vink [16]. Their work shows that the language of arithmetic extended
with suprema and infima of functions over the state space is relatively complete (in the sense of
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Sound and Complete Proof Rules for Probabilistic Termination 5

Cook [12]) for weakest-preexpectation style reasoning of probabilistic programs without nonde-
terminism. That is, given a function 5 definable in their language and a program % , they show that
their language is expressive enough to represent the weakest pre-expectation of 5 with respect to
% . The need for suprema and infima is motivated by demonstrating simple probabilistic programs
whose termination probabilities involve transcendental numbers. We note that arithmetic is suf-
ficient for relative completeness because suprema and infima arising in probabilistic termination
can be encoded (through quantifiers). We believe that presenting the rules directly in the language
of arithmetic allows greater focus on the nature of the certificates required by the rules. Note that
for extensions of the programming model, such as with unbounded nondeterministic choice, arith-
metic is no longer sufficient for relative completeness, and this holds already without probabilistic
choice in the language [2, 3, 29].
While we focus on almost sure termination, there are related qualitative termination problems:

positive almost sure termination (PAST) and bounded almost sure termination (BAST). These prob-
lems strengthen almost sure termination by requiring that the expected time to termination is
finite. (Note that a program may be almost surely terminating but the expected run time may
be infinite: consider a one-dimensional symmetric random walk where 0 is an absorbing state.)
The difference is that PAST allows the expected run time to depend on the scheduler that resolves
nondeterminism, andBAST requires a global bound that holds for every scheduler. Sound and com-
plete proof rules for BAST have been studied extensively [4, 8, 20, 25]. More recently, a sound and
complete proof rule for PAST was given [34]. Completeness in these papers are semantic, and rel-
ative completeness in the sense of Cook was not studied. Our techniques would provide a relative
completeness result for BAST. In contrast, Majumdar and Sathiyanarayana [34] show that PAST
is Π1

1-complete (AST and BAST are arithmetical, in comparison); thus Peano arithmetic would be
insufficient as a (relatively complete) assertion language (see [3] for similar issues and appropriate
assertion languages for nondeterministic programs with countable nondeterminism).
Our results apply to discrete probabilistic choice. While discrete choice and computation cap-

tures many randomized algorithms, our proofs of completeness do not apply to programs with,
e.g., sampling from continuous probaility distributions. The use of real values introduce measure-
theoretic complexities in the semantics [44]. These can be overcome, but whether there is a sound
and relatively complete proof rule for an appropriate assertion language remains open.
While we focus on the theoretical aspects here, there is a large body of work on synthesizing

certificates automatically and tools for probabilistic verification [9, 10, 19, 37]. We show a “com-
pilation” of many existing rules into our rules, thus, such tools continue to work in our proof
system.

2 PROBABILISTIC PROGRAMS

2.1 Syntax and Semantics

Syntax. We work with probabilistic control flow graphs, a program model used by Chatterjee et al.
[10] to detail proof rules for quantitative termination. Variables in this model range over the ra-
tionals. Assignment statements and loop guards are terms and boolean combinations of atomic
formulae expressible in the language of arithmetic. This is standard in program logics [1], and
facilitates the use of the language of rational arithmetic with addition, multiplication, and order
to make assertions about desirable program properties. For sake of conciseness, we augment this
assertion language with additional computable predicates as “syntactic sugar” in our proofs. We
interpret assertions over the standard model of rationals.

Definition 2.1 (Control Flow Graphs). A Control Flow Graph (CFG) G is a tuple
(!,+ , ;8=8C, x8=8C, ↦→,�, Pr,Upd), where
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6 Rupak Majumdar and V. R. Sathiyanarayana

• ! is a finite set of program locations, partitioned into assignment, nondeterministic, and
probabilistic locations !�, !# , and !% , respectively.

• + = {G1, G2, . . . G=} is a finite set of program variables.
• ;8=8C ∈ ! is the initial program location, and x8=8C ∈ Q

+ is the initial variable valuation.
• ↦→ ⊆ ! × ! is a finite set of transitions. If g = (;, ; ′) ∈ ↦→, then ; and ; ′ are respectively
referred to as the source and target locations of g .

• � is a function mapping each g ∈ ↦→ to a Boolean expression over + ∪ !.
• Pr is a function assigning each (;, ; ′) ∈ ↦→ with ; ∈ !% a fractional expression ? over the
variables + representing a rational probability value.

• Upd is a map assigning each (;, ; ′) ∈ ↦→ with ; ∈ !� an update pair ( 9 ,D) where 9 ∈

{1, . . . , |+ |} is the target variable index and D is an arithmetic expression over the variables
+ .

• At assignment locations, there is at most one outgoing transition.
• At probabilistic locations ; , it must be that Pr(;, _) [x] > 0 and

∑

� (;, _) [(;, x)] ×

Pr((;, _)) [x] = 1 over all transitions (;, _) ∈ ↦→ for all x ∈ Q+ .

We use the boldface notation x for variable assignments and write 0 for the assignment that
maps every variable to zero. Pr(;, ; ′) [x],� (;, ; ′) [x], and Upd(;, ; ′) [x] refer to the output of the ex-
pressions Pr(;, ; ′),� (;, ; ′), and Upd(;, ; ′) on the assignment x. Note that the finiteness of ! implies
that the branching at both nondeterministic and probabilistic locations is bounded. Without loss
of generality, we assume simple structural conditions that ensures that every state has a successor.
This follows similar assumptions made in prior work [10]. Observe that, while the probabilistic
choice is simple, it is sufficient to model probabilistic Turing machines and some quite sophisti-
cated probabilistic phenomena [21]. However, we explicitly forbid unbounded nondeterministic
choice or sampling from continuous distributions.

Remark 2.2. While we use CFGs as our formal model of programs, we could have equivalently
used probabilistic guarded command language (pGCL). pGCL is the probabilistic extension of the
Guarded Command Language of Dijkstra [17], and is a convenient language for specifying proba-
bilistic computation. There is a large body of work [6, 19, 31, 36, 37] that uses pGCL syntax. Our
choice of CFGs follows the same choice made by Chatterjee et al. [10] to describe quantitative
termination. It is standard to compile pGCL programs into CFGs and vice versa. For readability,
we employ the syntax of pGCL in some of our examples.

States, Runs, and Reachable States. Fix a CFG G = (!,+ , ;8=8C, G8=8C, ↦→,�, Pr,Upd). A state is a tu-
ple (;, x), where ; ∈ ! and x ∈ Q+ . A state (;, x) is termed assignment (resp., nondeterministic,
or probabilistic) if the location ; is assignment (resp., nondeterministic, or probabilistic). We will
refer to assignment locations ; where the updates of all transitions sourced at ; don’t change the
variable values as deterministic locations. Accordingly, states (;, x) are termed deterministic when
; is deterministic. A transition (;, ; ′) ∈ ↦→ is enabled at a state (;, x) if the guard � (;, ; ′) evaluates
to true under (;, x). The vector x′ is the result of the update pair ( 9 ,D) from the state (;, x) if (a) for
all 8 ≠ 9 , x′ [8] = x[8], and (b) x′ [ 9 ] = D (x). A state (; ′, x′) is a successor to (;, x) if the transition
(;, ; ′) ∈ ↦→ is enabled at (;, x) and x

′ is the result of Upd(;, ; ′) on x. A finite path is a sequence of
states (;1, x1), (;2, x2), . . . , (;=, x=) with (;:+1, x:+1) being a successor to (;: , x: ). A run (or execution)
of G is a sequence of states that (a) begins with the initial state (;8=8C, x8=8C), and (b) only induces
finite paths as prefixes.
A state (; ′, x′) is said to be reachable from a state (;, x) if there exists a finite path beginning at

(;, x) and ending at (; ′, x′). We write Reach(G, (;, x)) for the set of states reachable from (;, x); we
simply write Reach(G) when the initial state is (;init, xinit ). An CFG is said to be finite state if the
set of states reachable from its initial state is finite.
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Sound and Complete Proof Rules for Probabilistic Termination 7

Probability Theory. Wenow introduce some basic probability theoretic notions. The tuple (-,F ,P)

is called a probability space where- is the sample space, F is a f-algebra over - , and P is the prob-
ability measure over F . The sequence (F=), where = ranges over N, is a filtration of the probability
space (-,F ,P) if each F= is a sub f-algebra of F and F8 ⊆ F9 for all 8 ≤ 9 .
A random variable is a measurable function from - to R+, the set of positive real numbers.

The expected value of the random variable - is denoted by E[- ]. A stochastic process over the
filtered probability space is a sequence of random variables (-=) such that each -= is measurable
over F=. A supermartingale is a stochastic process (-=) that does not increase in expectation, i.e.,
E[-=+1] ≤ E[-=] for each = ∈ N. We will abuse notation slightly and refer to any function
over the state space of a CFG that doesn’t increase in expectation at each execution step as a
supermartingale function.
We shall make use of the following version of Doob’s Martingale Convergence Theorem.

Theorem 2.3 ([18]). If a supermartingale (-=) is bounded below, then there almost-surely exists a
random variable -∞ such that

P

(

-∞ = lim
=→∞

-=

)

= 1 and E[-∞] ≤ E[-0]

Schedulers and Probabilistic Semantics. Now, we introduce the operational semantics of our pro-
grams. These are standard operational semantics that can be found in many other places [5, 10]. A
scheduler is a mapping from finite paths ending at nondeterministic states to successors from these
states. Note that, since the state space for any CFG is countable, we do not require measurability
conditions on the scheduler.
The semantics of G is understood through a probability space over the runs of G. Formally, let

RunsG be the collection of all executions of G. Further, for a finite path c , denote by CylG (c) the
cylinder set containing all runs d ∈ RunsG such that c is a prefix of d . Now, call FG the smallest
f-algebra on RunsG containing all cylinder sets of finite paths of G.

A scheduler s induces a probability space over the collection of all runs of the CFG G. A finite
path (or run) c is said to be consistent with s if for every prefix c ′ of c ending at a nondeterministic
state, the finite path (or run) obtained by appending the successor state s(c ′) to c ′ is a prefix of c . A
scheduler is said to induce a finite path (or run) if the path (or run) is consistent with the scheduler.
The semantics of the CFG G under the scheduler s is captured by the probability space (RunsG,

FG,Ps), where for every consistent finite path c = ((;1, x1), (;2, x2), . . . (;=, x=)) with probabilistic
locations at indices 81, 82, . . . 8=,

Ps (c) = Pr(;81 , ;81+1) [x81] × · · · Pr(;8= , ;8=+1) [x8= ]

We analogously define a probability space (RunsG(;,x) , FG(;,x) ,Ps) to refer to the probability space
induced by the scheduler s on the CFG obtained from G by setting the initial state to (;, x).
For a scheduler s, the canonical filtration of G is the sequence (F=)=∈N such that F= is the

smallest sub-f-algebra of FG(f ) that contains the cylinder sets CylG(f ) (c≤=) of all finite paths
c≤= of length at most =. Under this filtration, the semantics of G under s can also be viewed as a
stochastic process (-s

=)=∈N measurable against (F=)=∈N such that -s
= takes on an encoding of the

state of the execution after = steps. When convenient, we will use this view as well.

2.2 The Termination Problem

Fix an CFG G and a scheduler s. Let ;out be a distinguished location we refer to as terminal. Denote
by ^(;out , 0) the set of all runs that reach (;out, 0); we call these the terminating runs. Observe that
^(;out , 0) is measurable. The CFG G is said to terminate with probability ? under the scheduler s
if Ps [^(;out , 0)] = ? .

, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article . Publication date: May 2024.



8 Rupak Majumdar and V. R. Sathiyanarayana

1 x, y ≔ 1, 1

2 while (x ≠ 0 ∨ y ≠ 0):

3 { x ≔ x + 1 ⊕ 1
2

x ≔ x - 1 } ⊕ 1
2

4 { y ≔ y + 1 ⊕ 1
2

y ≔ y - 1 }

Prg. 1. The 2D symmetric random walker. The symbol ⊕ is a probabilistic choice operator.

Definition 2.4 (Termination Probability). Let G be an CFG and for a scheduler s, let
(RunsG,FG, Ps) be the probability space induced by s on the executions of G. The termination
probability of G, denoted by Prterm(G), is the infimum of Ps [^(;out , 0)] over all schedulers s.
We also use the notation Prterm(G(f)) to refer to the termination probability of G if its initial

state were changed to f .

AnCFG is said to be almost surely terminating (AST) if its termination probability is 1. Our work
is on sound and complete proof rules for deciding, for anCFG G, (a) the AST problem, i.e., whether
G is almost surely terminating. (b) the Lower Bound problem, i.e., whether Prterm(G) exceeds some
? < 1, (c) the Upper Bound problem, i.e., whether Prterm(G) is bounded above by some ? > 0. We
remark that, for the lower and upper bound problems, the proof rules we describe are applicable to
any number ? that is representable in our program logic. This means that ? can take on irrational
and transcendental values; this is important, as termination probabilities can often take on such
values [6, 21]. We will elaborate in Section 2.4.

Note that, while we define termination for a specific state (;out , 0), more general termination
conditions can be reduced to this case by a syntactic modification.

Example 2.5 (Symmetric RandomWalk). A 3-dimensional symmetric random walk has 3 integer
variables G1, . . . , G3 . Initially, all variables are 1. In each step, the program updates the variables to
move to a “nearest neighbor” in the 3-dimensional lattice Q3 ; that is, the program picks uniformly
at random one of the variables and an element in {−1,+1}, and adds the element to the chosen
variable. Program 1 shows the code for 3 = 2. It is well known [40] that the symmetric random
walk is recurrent in dimension 1 and 2, and transient otherwise. Thus, if we set any element in the
lattice, say 0, to be an terminal state, then the program is almost surely terminating in dimension
1 and 2 but not almost surely terminating when 3 ≥ 3. We shall refer to the 3 = 1 and 3 = 2 cases
as 1DRW and 2DRW, respectively. �

2.3 The Unrolling Lemma

Let G be anCFG such that Prterm(G) ≥ ? for some rational ? > 0. Fix a scheduler s. Let (c1, c2, . . .)
be an ordering of the terminating runs of G consistent with s such that |c1 | ≤ |c2 | ≤ · · · . For some
n > 0, let 8= be the smallest number such that

Ps (c1) + · · · + Ps (c8= ) ≥ ? − n

where Ps is the probability measure induced by s over the set of all runs of G.
We call |c= | the required simulation time of G under s to assimilate a termination probability of

? − n . The required simulation time of s is simply the length of the longest terminating run that
must be accounted for in the termination probability series for it to cross ? − n .
Define the simulation time of G w.r.t. n as the supremum over all schedulers s of the required

simulation time of G under s and n . The following lemma is at the core of showing that the almost
sure termination problem is Π0

2-complete [33].
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Lemma 2.6 (Unrolling Lemma [33]). Let G be an CFG such that Prterm(G) ≥ ? . For any n , the
simulation time of G w.r.t. n is bounded above.

Lemma 2.6 is a generalization of Lemma B.3 of Majumdar and Sathiyanarayana [33]. It holds
for CFGs because the branching at nondeterministic locations is bounded. To prove the unrolling
lemma, for each< ∈ N, we consider unrollings of G for< steps, running under partial schedules
that resolve nondeterministic choices for up to< steps. Partial schedules are naturally ordered into
a tree, where a partial schedule s is extended by s′ if s′ agrees with s when restricted to the domain
of s. An infinite path in this tree defines a scheduler. For each scheduler s, we mark the :-th node
in its path if : is the minimum number such that the :-step unrolled program amasses termination
probability at least ? −n . If two schedulers agree up to : steps, then they both mark the same node.
The key observation is that, since the nondeterminism is finite-branching, the scheduler tree is
finite-branching. Thus, if we cut off the tree at marked nodes and still have an infinite number of
incomparable marked nodes, there must be an infinite path in the tree that is not marked. But this
is a contradiction, because this infinite path corresponds to a scheduler that never amasses ? − n

probability mass for termination.
Corollary 2.7 follows directly, and is used multiple times in the proofs of the soundness and

completeness of our rules.

Corollary 2.7. Let f be a state of an CFG G. Suppose Prterm(G(f)) > 0. Then, varied across
schedulers, there is an upper bound on the length of the shortest consistent terminal run from f .

Proof. For a scheduler s, let cs be the smallest terminal run of G(f) consistent with s. The
simulation time to assimilate a termination probability of n for some 0 < n < Prterm(G(f)) under
scheduler s is necessarily at least as large as |cs |. If the collection of lengths |cs | across schedulers s
wasn’t bounded, then this simulation time is unbounded. This contradicts the unrolling lemma. �

2.4 Assertion Language and Program Logic

Our language of choice for specifying assertions is the language of arithmetic with addition, mul-
tiplication, and order interpreted over the domain of rationals. We fix the interpretation model for
our assertions as the standard model of rationals. Refer to this interpretation by IQ.

2 Let Th(Q)
denote the theory of rationals, i.e., the collection of assertions that are true in the standard model of
rationals. The evaluation of our assertions is tantamount to their implication by Th(Q). All proof
techniques we present in our work are relative to complete proof systems for Th(Q).
Assertions are evaluated at program states. Fix aCFGGwith transition relation ↦→G . A statef of

G satisfies an assertion i if the interpretation IQ augmented with the variable valuation encoded
in f models i . We denote this by f � i . An assertion i is valid if f � i for all states f . Valid
assertions are contained in Th(Q).
We employ a program logic inspired by the seminal work of Floyd [22]. Statements in our logic

affix assertions as preconditions and postconditions to transitions in G. For example, the transition
g ∈ ↦→G could be affixed a precondition ig and postcondition kg to yield the sentence {ig }g{kg }.
The precondition ig is evaluated at the program state before taking g , and the postconditionkg is
evaluated at states reached immediately after g . The sentence {ig }g{kg } is true for G if for every
state f with f � i , if g is enabled at f and f ′ is a successor of f through g , then f ′

� kg .
We use the notion of inductive invariants in our proof rules. An inductive invariant is an assertion

with = + 1 free variables, the first ranging over ! and the others over Q, that is closed under the
successor operation. That is, an assertion Inv is an inductive invariant if, whenever (;, x) satisfies

2Instead of fixing IQ, one can use any arithmetical structure [27] to specify and interpret assertions. All our proof rules will

remain sound and relatively complete with this change.
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10 Rupak Majumdar and V. R. Sathiyanarayana

Inv, and (; ′, x′) is a successor to (;, x), then (; ′, x′) satisfies Inv. It follows that if (;init , xinit ) satisfies
Inv, then every reachable state satisfies Inv.
Floyd [22] specified axioms for a proof system over this program logic. Proof rules extend this sys-

tem by enabling the deduction of complicated program properties, such as termination. These rules
are composed of antecedents and consequents. Antecedents are finite collections of statements writ-
ten in the program logic. Consequents detail properties of the program at which the antecedents
are evaluated. Soundness of a proof rule implies that if the antecedents are true for a program G,
then the consequents hold for G. Completeness of a proof rule implies that if the consequents are
true for someG, then one can come up with proofs for the antecedents of the rule in the underlying
proof system.
The completeness of all proof rules in this work is dependent on the existence of a complete

proof system for Th(Q). Such proof rules are said to be complete relative to a proof system for
Th(Q). Relative completeness of this kind is standard in program logics.

To show the relative completeness of our proof rules, we will need to be able to encode com-
putable relations in our assertion language. A relation is computable if its characteristic function is
decidable. It is known that the theory of arithmetic interpreted over natural numbers can encode
all computable relations. Let IN refer to the interpretation model of the standard model of naturals.
Denote by Th(N) the collection of all true assertions under IN. Th(N) is generally referred to as
the theory of natural numbers. Thus, for each computable relation '(G1, G2, . . . G=), there is an as-
sertion i' (G1, G2, . . . G=) that is true in Th(N). To represent computable relations in Th(Q), we use
a result by Robinson [42].

Theorem 2.8 (Robinson [42]). N is definable in Th(Q).

We refer to the assertion that encodes N by Nat. Therefore, Nat(G) is true in IQ iff G ∈ N. All
computable relations can be encoded in our assertion language through liberal usage of Nat. An
important implication is that termination probabilities are expressible in our assertion language.

Lemma 2.9. For a CFG G and a ? ∈ [0, 1] with Prterm(G) = ? , there is an assertionk (G) with one
free variable G such that Th(Q) � k (G) ⇔ G ≤ ? .

Proof. We know that Prterm(G) ≥ ? iff Prterm(G) ≥ ? − n for all n > 0. The unrolling lemma
implies that for all n > 0, there is a : ∈ N such that the probability mass of the :-unrolled program
is at least ?−n . Finite unrollings ofG are, by definition, computable, and checking the probability of
termination amassed in this finite unrolling is also computable; see Kaminski et al. [31] for details.
This means that a relation '(n, :) representing this relationship between every rational n and
natural : . Such computable relations are representable in Th(Q) through Theorem 2.8, completing
the proof. �

Notice that while the termination probabilities ? are real numbers, the lower bounds verified
by the assertion k in the above lemma are entirely rational. However, by representing the set of
rational numbers under ? , k has effectively captured the Dedekind cut of ? . This expressibility
shows how irrational lower bounds on termination probabilities can be deduced using our proof
techniques.

3 ALMOST-SURE TERMINATION: MARTINGALES

In all rules in this work, we fix a CFG G = (!,+ , ;8=8C, x8=8C, ↦→,�,Pr,Upd). We also abuse notation
slightly and use the inductive invariant Inv as a shorthand for all states ofG satisfying the predicate
Inv.
Our proof rules consist of sets and functions over the state spaces that satisfy certain properties.

Each of these entities must be representable in our assertion language; therefore, they must be
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arithmetical expressions over the program variables and program locations. Instead of specifying
each condition in our rules as formal statements in our program logic, we directly describe the
properties these entities must satisfy. We do so to emphasize these entities themselves over the
formalism surrounding them. It is nevertheless possible to write each of the following proof rules
as finite sets of statements in the program logic.
Recall that a proof rule is sound if, whenever we can find arithmetical expressions in our asser-

tion language that satisfy the conditions outlined in the premise of a rule, the conclusion of the
rule holds. A proof rule is relatively complete if, whenever the conclusion holds (e.g., a program G

is AST), we can find certificates in the assertion language that satisfy all the premises.

3.1 McIver and Morgan’s Variant Rule

We start with a well-known rule for almost-sure termination from [36]. The rule is sound but
complete only for finite-state programs McIver and Morgan [36, Lemma 7.6.1].

Proof Rule 3.1: Variant Rule for AST [36]

If there is

(1) an inductive invariant Inv containing the initial state (;8=8C, x8=8C),
(2) a function * : Inv → Z,
(3) bounds Lo and Hi such that for all states (;, x) ∈ Inv, Lo ≤ * (;, x) < Hi, and
(4) an n > 0,

such that, for each state (;, x) ∈ Inv,

(a) if (;, x) is a terminal state, * (;, x) = 0.
(b) if (;, x) is an assignment, or nondeterministic state, * (; ′, x′) < * (;, x) for every suc-

cessor (; ′, x′).
(c) if (;, x) is a probabilistic state,

∑

Pr(;, ; ′) [x] > n over all successor states (; ′, x′) with
* (; ′, x′) < * (;, x).

Then, G is AST.

Lemma 3.1 (McIver and Morgan [36]). Rule 3.1 is sound for all AST programs. It is relatively
complete for finite-state AST CFGs.

While McIver and Morgan [36] claim completeness and not relative completeness, their proof
trivially induces relative completeness. This rule is not complete, however. This is because, if the
rule is applicable, the program is guaranteed a terminal run of length at mostHi−Lo from any state.
But the 1D random walk (outlined in Example 2.5) does not satisfy this property, even though it
terminates almost-surely.
Over the years, McIver and Morgan’s proof rule has been extended many times [30, 37]. The

most significant extension is the proof rule of McIver et al. [37], where they require the function
* to additionally be a supermartingale. None of these extensions have managed to be proven
complete. Because we do not use ideas from these extensions, we do not present them here.

3.2 Our Rule

We present a martingale-based proof rule for AST that exploits the fact that AST programs, when
repeatedly run, are recurrent.
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12 Rupak Majumdar and V. R. Sathiyanarayana

Proof Rule 3.2: Martingale Rule for AST

If there exists

(1) an inductive invariant Inv containing the initial state,
(2) a set � ⊂ Inv containing the terminal state,
(3) a supermartingale function + : Inv → R that assigns 0 to the terminal state and at all

states (;, x) ∈ Inv \�,
(a) + (;, x) > 0,
(b) + (;, x) > + (;�, x�) for each (;�, x�) ∈ �,
(c) if (;, x) is an assignment or nondeterministic state, then + (;, x) ≥ + (; ′, x′) for all

possible successor states (; ′, x′), and
(d) if (;, x) is a probabilistic state, then, over all successor states (; ′, x′), + (f) ≥

∑

Pr(;, ; ′)+ (; ′, x′),
(4) a variant function* : Inv → N that
(a) assigns 0 to the terminal state,
(b) ensures that at nondeterministic and assignment states (;, x) ∈ Inv, * (;, x) >

* (; ′, x′) for all possible successor states (; ′, x′), and
(c) satisfies the following compatibility criteria with the sublevel sets +≤A = {f ∈ Inv |

+ (f) ≤ A } for each A ∈ R:
(i) the set {D ∈ N | f ∈ +≤A ∧ D = * (f)} is bounded, and
(ii) there exists an nA > 0 such that, for all probabilistic states (;, x) ∈ +≤A , the sum

∑

Pr(;, ; ′) [x] > nA over all successor states (;
′, x′) with * (; ′, x′) < * (;, x).

Under these conditions, G is AST.

In this rule,* is meant to play the role of the variant function from Rule 3.1. � is meant to form
a “ball” around the terminal state; it is useful in applications where the supermartingale properties
of + are difficult to establish at all states. If the execution were to be restricted within this ball �,
the rule makes it easy to establish almost-sure termination. This is because while + must only be
a supermartingale outside of �, the variant * must still decrease within �. Observe that � must
be a strict subset of Inv; this is to enforce an upper bound on the collection of + -values of states
in �. It’s easy to see that this rule reduces to Rule 3.1 if the supermartingale + was bounded.
Intuitively, + can be thought of as a measure of relative likelihood. The probability that a tran-

sition increases + by an amount E reduces as E increases. Unlikely transitions are associated with
greater increments to+ , and (relatively) unlikely states have greater+ values. Separately, the vari-
ant * reprises its role from Rule 3.1: it effectively measures the shortest distance to a terminal
state.
At a high level, Rule 3.2 works for the following reasons. Suppose + is unbounded and execu-

tions begin at some initial state f0 ∈ Inv. The supermartingale property of + implies that from f0,
the probability of reaching a state f with + (f) > + (f0) approaches 0 as + (f) grows to +∞. Now,
fix an unlikely state f with + (f) ≫ + (f0). Let’s now restrict our attention to the executions that
remain in states W ∈ Inv with + (W) ≤ + (f). The compatibility conditions satisfied by the variant
* with + at the sublevel set +≤+ (f ) implies the almost-sure termination of these executions. The
remaining executions must reach some unlikely state W ′ with + (W ′) ≥ + (f).
Thus, as the probability of reaching unlikely states W ′ reduces the “further away” (from the

perspective of+ ) they are, the probability of terminating approaches 1. Since+ is unbounded, the
probability of termination is 1.
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Remark. We note that our rule is quite similar to the AST rule of McIver et al. [37]. Their rule
consisted of a single supermartingale+ that, with the help of a few antitone functions, also exhib-
ited the properties of a distance variant. In other words, they combined the duties of the functions
+ and* into a single function + . It is not known if their rule is complete.

Lemma 3.2 (Soundness). Rule 3.2 is sound.

Proof. Let us first dispense of the case where + is bounded. If + is bounded, the compatibility
criteria forces a bound on the variant function * . The soundness of Rule 3.1 implies G ∈ AST.
Therefore, from now on, + is assumed to be unbounded.

Denote the initial state by f0. For each = ∈ N, define Π= to be the collection of runs from f0
that reach a maximum+ value of =. This means that for each state f encountered in executions in
Π= , + (f) ≤ =. Define Π∞ to be the remaining collection of executions beginning at f0 that don’t
have a bound on the + values that they reach. This means that for each execution c ∈ Π∞ and
each = ∈ N, there are states f ∈ c such that + (f) > =. We have thus partitioned the collection of
executions of the CFG G to Π∞ ∪ (

⋃

8∈N Π8 ).
We will now argue that under every scheduler, the probability measure of all non-terminating

executions in each Π= is 0. By definition, all executions in Π= lie entirely within the sublevel set
+≤=. The compatibility of * with +≤= implies that the variant * is bounded across states in Π= .
Consider an CFG G≤= that mirrors G inside +≤=, but marks states in G outside +≤= as terminal.
Applying Rule 3.1 using the now bounded variant* allows us to deduce that G≤= is almost-surely
terminating. Observe now that the collection of non-terminating runs of G≤= is precisely the col-
lection of non-terminating runs in Π= . This immediately gives us what we need.
We now turn our attention to the final collection Π∞. Observe that Π∞ must only contain

non-terminal executions. Suppose that, under some scheduler s, the probability measure of Π∞

wasn’t 0. Let the probability space defining the semantics of G under s (see Section 2.1) be
(RunsG(f ) , FG(f ) , Ps), and let its canonical filtration be {F=}. Define a stochastic process {-s

=}

over the aforementioned probability space augmented with the filtration {F=} that tracks the cur-
rent state of the execution of the program. Define another stochastic process {. s

= } as

. s
= ,

{

+ (-s
=) -s

= ∉ �

0 otherwise

It’s easy to see that . s
= is a non-negative supermartingale. Since . s

= is non-negative, Doob’s Mar-
tingale Convergence Theorem [18] implies the almost-sure existence of a random variable . s

∞ that
the process {. s

= } converges to. This means that E[. s
∞] ≤ . s

0 .
Under the condition that Π∞ occurs, . s

∞ = +∞. Since the probability measure of these non-
terminal executions isn’t 0, we have that E[. s

∞] = +∞ > . s
0 = + (-s

0 ). This raises a contradiction,
completing the proof. �

To show completeness, we adapt a technique by Mertens et al. [39] to build the requisite super-
martingale+ . Suppose G is AST. Let Reach(G) be the set of its reachable states. Fix a computable
enumeration Enum of Reach(G) that assigns 0 to its terminal state. Intuitively, Enum is meant to
order states in a line so that the probability of reaching a state that’s far to the right in this order
is small. This is because the AST nature of G forces executions to “lean left” toward the terminal
state. Note that we place no other requirements on Enum; these intuitions will work no matter
how Enum orders the states. A state f is said to be indexed 8 if Enum(f) = 8 . From now on, we
will refer to the state indexed 8 by f8 .

A crucial part of our construction is the following function ' : (N × N) → [0, 1]. Intuitively, '
measures the ability of executions beginning from a state to reach states that are far to the right
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of it in the Enum order. Let G8 be the CFG obtained from G by switching its initial state to f8 . Let
the semantics of G8 under a scheduler s be the probability space (RunsG8 , FG8 ,P

8
s). Define '(8, =)

at indices 8 and = to be

'(8, =) , inf sP
8
s (^ ({f< ∈ Reach(G) | < ≥ =})) (1)

Where ^(�) represents the event of eventually reaching the set � . We will refer to the first argu-
ment 8 as the source index and the second argument = as the minimum target index. Put simply,
'(8, =) measures the infimum probability of reaching the target indices {=, = + 1, . . .} from the
source f8 .

Lemma 3.3. '(8, =) → 0 as = → ∞ at every 8 ∈ N, i.e., ∀8 ∈ N · lim=→∞ '(8, =) = 0.

Proof. Denote by �= the event that executions beginning from f8 reach states with index ≥ =.
Clearly, '(8, =) measures the infimum probability of �= . Denote by �∞ the event that executions
beginning from f8 increase the maximum observed state index infinitely often. It’s easy to see that,
for every = ∈ N, the event �= contains �∞. Also, each execution outside �∞ must be inside some
�= \ �=+1, as it must yield a maximum state index contained in it. Additionally, �=+1 ⊆ �= for all =.
These three facts imply

�∞ =
⋂

8∈N

�= = lim
=→∞

�=

Suppose that, lim=→∞ '(8, =) > 0 for some index 8 . Since '(8, =) = inf sP
8
s [�=], we have

inf sP
8
s [�∞] = inf s

(

lim
=→∞
P8s [�=]

)

= lim
=→∞

inf sP
8
s [�=] = lim

=→∞
'(8, =) > 0

As all executions in �∞ are non-terminating, this contradicts the AST nature of G. �

It turns out that, if we fix the minimum target index =, the function' becomes a supermartingale.
Define+= (f) = '(Enum(f), =) for every = ∈ N. It’s easy enough to see that+= is a supermartingale;
for assignment / non-deterministic states f with possible successors f ′, +=(f) ≥ +=(f

′), and for
probabilistic f = (;, x),+=(;, x) ≥

∑

Pr(;, ; ′)+=(;
′, x) across all successors (; ′, x). However, += isn’t

the supermartingale we need, as we may not always be able to construct a compatible * for any
+=. This is because every += is bounded above (by 1), whereas* typically isn’t bounded above.

To construct an unbounded supermartingale, one could consider the sum
∑

+= varied across all
= ∈ N. However, this sum could be ∞ for certain states. To combat this, we carefully choose an
infinite subset of N to form the domain for

∑

+=. Consider the sequence (= 9 ) 9∈N such that = 9 is
the smallest number so that '(8, = 9 ) ≤ 2− 9 for all 8 ≤ 9 . Each element in this sequence is certain to
exist due to the monotonically non-increasing nature of '(8, =) for fixed 8 and the limit result of
Lemma 3.3. Furthermore, restricting the domain of

∑

+= to elements in (= 9 ) 9∈N will mean that no
state is assigned ∞ by the sum. This is because for each f , the values of += 9 (f) = '(Enum(f), = 9 )

will certainly repeatedly halve after 9 ≥ Enum(f). Further note that the supermartingale nature of
the+= implies that this sum is also a supermartingale. We thus have our required supermartingale

+ (f) =
∑

9∈N

+= 9 (f) =
∑

9∈N

'(Enum(f), = 9 ) (2)

Lemma 3.4 (Completeness). Rule 3.2 is relatively complete.

Proof. Take an AST CFG G, and set Inv and� to Reach(G) and the singleton set containing the
terminal state respectively. We first describe our choice for the variant function* . Since G is AST,
for every f ∈ Reach(G), every scheduler must induce a finite path to a terminal state. Corollary 2.7
implies an upper bound on the length of the shortest terminal run from every f ∈ Inv. Set * to
map each f ∈ Inv to this upper bound.
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If* is bounded, setting+ (f) = 1 for all f ∈ Inv suffices. Otherwise, set+ to the supermartingale
function defined in Eq. (2). It is easy to observe that for every A , the sublevel set+≤A = {f | + (f) <

A } is finite. This implies that* is bounded within every sublevel set, and is hence compatible with
this + . This completes the construction of the certificates required by the proof rule.
We now argue that the invariant Inv, the set�, the supermartingale+ and variant* can each be

represented in our assertion language of arithmetic interpreted over the rationals. We do this by
encoding them first encoding them in the theory of natural numbers, and then using the relation
Nat from Theorem 2.8 to insert them into our assertion language. Recall that all computable rela-
tions can be encoded in Th(Q). We present techniques with which one can augment computable
relations with first-order quantifiers to represent these entities. By doing so, we demonstrate that
these sets are arithmetical; see the works of Kozen [32] and Rogers Jr. [43] for detailed accounts
on arithmetical sets.
� can trivially be represented in Th(Q). For Inv, consider the relation � that contains tuples of

the form (:, f1, f2) where : ∈ N and f1 and f2 are states of G. Require (:, f1, f2) ∈ � iff there is a
finite path of length ≤ : from f1 to f2. Clearly, � is a computable relation and is thus representable
in Th(Q). Inv(f) can be represented from � as ∃: · � (:, f0, f) where f0 is the initial state of G.
Similarly, the output of * (f) at every f can be represented using � as * (f) = : ⇐⇒ � (f, f⊥, :)

∧ (∀= < : · ¬� (f, f⊥, =)), where f⊥ is the terminal state. If * were bounded, representing + is
trivial; we focus our attention on representing + when* isn’t bounded.
Representations of ' (defined in Eq. (1) and used to derive + ) and + are complicated slightly

because they can output real numbers. Instead of capturing the precise values of these functions,
we capture their Dedekind cuts instead. In other words, we show that the collections of rational
numbers ≤ + (f), ≥ + (f), ≤ i8 (=) and ≥ i8 (=) are each representable for each f , 8 , and =.
The unrolling lemma implies that if the probability of termination is ? , then for all = ∈ N,

assimilating a termination probability mass of at least ? − 1/= requires finitely many steps. It
is simple to generalize this to observe that assimilating a probability mass of at least '(8, =) −
1/= for the event ^ ({f< ∈ Inv | < ≥ =}) when f8 is the initial state also requires finitely many
steps. Furthermore, computing the probability of the occurrence of this event within : steps is
computable for every natural number : . These two facts indicate that lower bounds on '(8, =)

can be represented in Th(Q). Upper bounds on '(8, =) can be represented by simply negating this
lower bound representation.
Using these, enable the representation of each member of the sequence (= 9 ) 9∈N that forms the

domain of the sum that defines + . This enables representations of lower bounds on + (f), which
in turn enables representations of upper bounds on + (f). Thus, the Dedekind cut of + (f) is rep-
resentable in Th(Q). This completes the proof. �

Example 3.5 (Random Walks). For the 1DRW example from Example 2.5, we take Inv to be all
program states, � to be the set containing the single terminal state {G1 ≔ 0}, and we set + (G) =

* (G) ≔ |G |. It’s trivial to observe that all conditions required in Rule 3.2 are met, and therefore,
the 1DRW is AST.
Let us now consider the 2-D RandomWalker (2DRW). The AST nature of this program has been

notoriously hard to prove using prior rules. The principal enabler of our rule on the 2DRW is its
set � that forms a circle around the origin.
Begin by setting Inv to the set of all states. Declare the distance variant * to be the Manhattan

distance |G | + |~ | of any state (G,~) from the origin. Clearly,* has a ≥ 1/4 probability of reducing
in a single step from every state. Now, define + as

+ (G,~) ,

√

ln
(

1 +
√

G2 + ~2
)
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It is difficult to prove that+ is a supermartingale for all non-terminal states. However, using Tay-
lor series expansions, one can show that + is a supermartingale for “sufficiently large” values of
G2 + ~2. Menshikov et al. [38] (see also Popov [41, Section 2.3]) showed precisely this; their proof
showed that the error terms in the Taylor series expansion of+ (G,~) cease to matter when G2 +~2

grow large. They prove that there must exist a number : such that the error terms in the Taylor
expansion do not affect the non-negativity conditions at states where G2 +~2 > : . We now declare
� to be the set of states (G,~) where G2 +~2 ≤ : . Thus,+ satisfies the supermartingale conditions
of Rule 3.2 outside of�. Note that we don’t need to precisely decipher the value of : for the sound-
ness of the proof rule to work; we just need � to be smaller than the invariant Inv. The finiteness
of � satisfies this criterion. Furthermore, since the sublevel set +≤A is finite, + is compatible with
* . Therefore, the 2DRW is AST. �

4 ALMOST-SURE TERMINATION: STOCHASTIC INVARIANTS

Next, we give a different proof rule that takes a dual view. Instead of a single unbounded su-
permartingale, we consider several bounded supermartingales that each focus on different finite
parts of the program’s state space. This focus means that each of these supermartingales takes
on non-trivial values (i.e., between 0 and 1) at only finitely many states. They are thus “local”
supermartingales, i.e., they are only meaningful at particular parts of the state space.
The key to our rule is the observation that a program is almost surely terminating if, for every

n > 0, we can show that it terminates with probability at least n . We characterize this “n-wiggle
room” using the stochastic invariants of Chatterjee et al. [11].

Definition 4.1 (Stochastic Invariants [11]). Let G = (!,+ , ;8=8C, x8=8C, ↦→,�, Pr,Upd) be a CFG. Sup-
pose Ψ is a subset of states and let ? be a probability value. The tuple (Ψ, ?) is a stochastic invari-
ant (SI) if, under any scheduler s, the probability mass of the collection of runs beginning from
(;init, xinit) leaving Ψ is bounded above by ? , i.e.,

sup sPs
[

d ∈ RunsG | ∃= ∈ N · d [=] ∉ Ψ
]

≤ ?

Intuitively, stochastic invariants generalize the standard notion of invariants to the probabilistic
setting. Given a stochastic invariant (Ψ, ?), the program execution is expected to hold Ψ (i.e.,
remain inside Ψ) with probability ≥ 1− ? . As with invariants, the collection of states in stochastic
invariants is typically captured by a predicate written in the assertion language of the program
logic. In this work however, we do not characterize stochastic invariants directly; we instead use
stochastic invariant indicators.

Definition 4.2 (Stochastic Invariant Indicator [10]). Let G be the CFG (!,+ , ;8=8C,

x8=8C, ↦→,�,Pr,Upd). A tuple (SI, ?) is a stochastic invariant indicator (SI-indicator) if ? is a
probability value and SI : ! × Z+ → R is a partial function such that SI(;8=8C, x8=8C) ≤ ? , and for all
states (;, x) reachable from (;init , xinit),

(1) SI(;, x) ≥ 0.
(2) if (;, x) is an assignment or nondeterministic state, then SI(;, x) ≥ SI(; ′, x′) for every succes-

sor (; ′, x′).
(3) if (;, x) is a probabilistic state, then SI(;, x) ≥

∑

Pr((;, ; ′)) [x] × SI(; ′, x′) over all possible
successor states (; ′, x′).

Observe that functions SI in the SI-indicators are supermartingale functions. These SI are typ-
ically most interesting at states f where SI(f) < 1; in fact, the collection of states f with this
property corresponds to an underlying stochastic invariant with the same probability value as the
SI-indicator. This was formally proven by Chatterjee et al. [10].
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Sound and Complete Proof Rules for Probabilistic Termination 17

Lemma 4.3 ([10]). Let G be an CFG. For each stochastic invariant (Ψ, ?) of G, there exists a
stochastic invariant indicator (SI, ?) of G such that Ψ ⊇ {W ∈ ΣG | SI(W) < 1}. Furthermore,
for each stochastic invariant indicator (SI, ?) of G, there is a stochastic invariant (Ψ, ?) such that
Ψ = {W ∈ ΣG | SI(W) < 1}.

The SI-indicator SI corresponding to the stochastic invariantΨmaps each state f the probability
with which runs beginning from f exit Ψ. Thus, the SI-indicator tracks the probability of violating
the stochastic invariant. Observe that SI(f) ≥ 1 for all states f ∉ Ψ.
Wewill use SI-indicators in our proof rules. Note thatwe cannot use a single stochastic invariant:

this is too weak to ensure soundness. Instead, we use a family of stochastic invariants, one for
each reachable state. Unlike stochastic invariants, representing SI-indicators is more complicated.
Because SI-indicators map states to reals, we cannot always write them directly in our assertion
language. At all AST programs, we will nevertheless show that one can always find expressions in
our assertion language to effectively represent the SI-indicators our proof rule needs.
AST is a property that holdswhen the initial state is changed to any reachable state. IfG is almost

surely terminating, then G is almost surely terminating from any state f reachable from the initial
state f0 = (;init, xinit). Furthermore, if from every reachable state f , G is known to terminate with
some minimum probability n > 0, then the program is AST. We exploit these facts in our rule.

Proof Rule 4.1: SI-Indicators for AST

If, for a fixed 0 < ? < 1, there exists

(1) an inductive invariant Inv containing the initial state,
(2) a mapping SI from each f ∈ Inv to SI-indicator functions (SIf , ?) : Inv → R such that

SIf (;, x) ≤ ? and, for all (;, x) ∈ Inv,
(a) SIf (;, x) ≥ 0.
(b) if (;, x) is an assignment, or nondeterministic state, then SIf (;, x) ≥ SIf (;

′, x′) for
every successor (; ′, x′).

(c) if (;, x) is a probabilistic state, then SIf (;, x) ≥
∑

Pr((;, ; ′)) [x] × SIf (;
′, x′) over all

possible successor states (; ′, x′).
(3) a mapping E mapping states f ∈ Inv to values nf ∈ (0, 1],
(4) a mappingH mapping states f ∈ Inv to values �f ∈ N,
(5) a mapping U from each f ∈ Inv to variants *f : Inv → N that is bounded above

by H(f), maps all states {W | SIf (W) ≥ 1 ∨ W is terminal} to 0 and, for other states
(;, x) ∈ Inv,

(a) if (;, x) is an assignment, or nondeterministic state, *f (;
′, x′) < *f (;, x) for every

successor (; ′, x′).
(b) if (;, x) is a probabilistic state,

∑

Pr(;, ; ′) [x] > E(f) over all successor states (; ′, x′)
with *f (;

′, x′) < *f (;, x).

Then, G is AST.

Intuitively, our rule requires SI-indicator functions SIf at each f ∈ Inv that hold for executions
beginning at f with probability ≥ 1−? . Each of these imply stochastic invariants (Ψf , ?) centered
around the state f . The functionsU, H , and E combine together to form variant functions*f of
the McIver-Morgan kind at each f ∈ Inv. These*f further imply that a terminal state is contained
within each Ψf , and induces paths within each Ψf to this terminal state. Feeding *f , nf , and �f

into McIver and Morgan’s variant Rule 3.1 gives us a proof for the fact that, were the execution
to be restricted to Ψf , the probability of termination from f is 1. Therefore, the probability of
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18 Rupak Majumdar and V. R. Sathiyanarayana

termination from each f is ≥ 1 − ? . Applying the zero-one law of probabilistic processes [36,
Lemma 2.6.1] completes the proof of soundness of this rule.
Notice that we don’t mandate any locality conditions on the SI-indicators in this rule. This is

because they aren’t necessary to infer the soundness of the rule. However, we show in our com-
pleteness proof that one can always find “local” SI-indicators that only take on values < 1 at finitely
many states for AST programs. This is because these SI-indicators are built from appropriate finite
stochastic invariants, the existence of which is a consequence of the unrolling lemma.

Lemma 4.4 (Completeness). Rule 4.1 is relatively complete.

Proof (sketch). Let G be an AST CFG. Set Inv = Reach(G), the set of reachable states of G.
Fix a 0 < ? < 1 and a f ∈ Reach(G). Since G is AST, Prterm(G(f)) = 1. The unrolling lemma
indicates a : ∈ N such that the required simulation time to amass a termination probability of 1−?
in G(f) is bounded above by : . Let Σf

:
be the collection of all states reachable from f by a finite

path of length at most : . Observe that runs of G(f) (a) terminate inside Σ
f
:
with a probability of

at least 1 − ? , and (b) almost-surely terminate either inside Σ
f
:
or outside Σ

f
:
. (Σf

:
, ?) is thus the

required stochastic invariant for f . Arguments by Chatterjee et al. [10, Theorem 1] indicate the
existence of an SI-Indicator (SIf , ?) for the stochastic invariant (Σ

f
:
, ?). Furthermore, the finiteness

of Σf
:
combined with the almost-sure property of either termination inside or exit from Σ

f
:
enables

Corollary 2.7, from which it is trivial to extract a suitable variant function *f bounded above by
some�f exhibiting aminimum probability of decrease of nf > 0. This is can be done for all f ∈ Inv.
Let us now show how we can represent these entities in our assertion language. As in the proof

of the completeness of the martingale Rule 3.2, consider the relation � such that (:, f1, f2) ∈ � iff
there is a finite path of length ≤ : from f1 to f2 in G. Clearly, � is a computable relation and is thus
representable in Th(Q). Inv and each *f can easily be represented in Th(Q) using this relation �

in exactly the same way as with Rule 3.2.
To represent each SIf , we note that arguments from Chatterjee et al. [10] show that the output

of SIf at a state W is precisely the probability of leaving the stochastic invariant (Σf
:
, ?). Encoding

lower bounds on this probability in Th(Q) uses the unrolling lemma, and was essentially shown
by Majumdar and Sathiyanarayana [33]. The probability with which executions escape Σf

:
within

< steps lower bounds the probability of leaving Σ
f
:
. The former probability is computable, and

the unrolling lemma ensures that in spite of non-determinism, augmenting < with a universal
quantifier produces the precise lower bounds over the latter. Hence, each SIf (W) is representable
in Th(Q). This completes our proof of relative completeness. �

5 QUANTITATIVE TERMINATION

Wenow extend our rules to reason about lower and upper bounds on the probability of termination.
This notion of termination is referred to in the literature as quantitative termination. This is in
contrast to qualitative termination, the nomenclature employed for AST. As mentioned earlier, the
proof rules we specify in this section can be used to show irrational bounds on the termination
probability; this is a simple consequence of the fact that all possible termination probabilities can
be expressed in our assertion language.
Our upper bound rule is immediate from an observation of the nature of stochastic invariants.

Proof Rule 5.1: Upper Bounds Rule

If there exists

(1) an inductive invariant Inv containing (;init , xinit ),
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Sound and Complete Proof Rules for Probabilistic Termination 19

(2) a function SI : Inv → R such that SI(;8=8C, x8=8C) ≤ ? and for all (;, x) ∈ Inv,
(a) SI(;, x) ≥ 0;
(b) if (;, x) is an assignment, or nondeterministic state, then SI(;, x) ≥ SI(; ′, x′) for every

successor (; ′, x′);
(c) if (;, x) is a probabilistic state, then SI(;, x) ≥

∑

Pr((;, ; ′)) [x] × SI(; ′, x′) over all
possible successor states (; ′, x′).

(d) if (;, x) is a terminal state, then SI(;, x) ≥ 1.

Then, Prterm(G) ≤ ? .

This rule asks for an SI-indicator (and therefore a stochastic invariant) that excludes the termi-
nal state. Therefore, the probability of termination is the probability of escaping the SI-indicator,
which is included in the property of the indicator. Notice that, because the SI-indicator is a super-
martingale function, the mere existence of a bounded supermartingale that assigns to the terminal
state a value ≥ 1 is sufficient to extract an upper bound.

Lemma 5.1. Rule 5.1 is sound and relatively complete.

Proof. Lemma 4.3 shows that the pair ({W ∈ Inv | SI(W) < 1}, ?) is a stochastic invariant of G.
Since SI(W) ≥ 1 at the terminal state, this stochastic invariant doesn’t contain the terminal state.
Soundness of the rule trivially follows from the fact that, in order to terminate, a run must leave
this invariant and this probability is bounded above by ? .
For completeness, set Inv = Reach(G) and let f⊥ ∈ Inv be the terminal state. Set Ψ = Inv \

{f1>C}, and observe that the collection of runs leaving Ψ is identical to the collection of terminal
runs. Therefore, (Ψ, ?) must be a stochastic invariant. Lemma 4.3 indicates the existence of the
SI-Invariant SI from Ψ. SI immediately satisfies the conditions of the rule.
To represent SI in our assertion language, note again that SI(W) is precisely the probability of

termination from W . The unrolling lemma indicates that this probability is lower bounded by the
probability of termination within< steps fromW . The latter probability is computable, and is hence
representable in Th(Q). Prepending an appropriate universal quantifier for < allows us to form
lower bounds for SI in Th(Q). Our upper bound rule is thus relatively complete. �

5.1 Towards a Lower Bound

For a lower bound on the probability of termination, we start with the following rule from Chat-
terjee et al. [10].

Proof Rule 5.2: SI-indicators for Lower Bounds

If there exists

(1) an inductive invariant Inv containing (;init , xinit ),
(2) a stochastic invariant indicator SI : Inv → R such that SI(;init , xinit) ≥ ? , and for all

(;, x) ∈ Inv,
(a) SI(;, x) ≥ 0.
(b) if (;, x) is an assignment, or nondeterministic state, then SI(;, x) ≥ SI(; ′, x′) for every

successor (; ′, x′).
(c) if (;, x) is a probabilistic state, then SI(;, x) ≥

∑

Pr((;, ; ′)) [x] × SI(; ′, x′) over all
possible successor states (; ′, x′).

(3) an n > 0,
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f ∈ Σ6>>3

Fig. 1. If shortest runs of Σ6>>3 were too long. This is a representation of the collection of executions begin-
ning at a good state f ∈ Σ6>>3 , according to the partitioning system suggested in the proof of Lemma 5.2.
The black nodes are the terminal states; they all lead to the single terminal state. The blue states are identical
to each other; the same holds for the blue green states. The pathological scheduler s′ always takes the red
back edges, rendering no terminal runs from f .

(4) a variant * : Inv → N that is bounded above by some � , maps all states {W ∈ Inv |

SI(W) ≥ 1 ∨ W is terminal} to 0, and for other states (;, x) ∈ Inv,
(a) if (;, x) is an assignment, or nondeterministic state, * (; ′, x′) < * (;, x) for every

successor (; ′, x′).
(b) if (;, x) is a probabilistic state,

∑

Pr(;, ; ′) [x] > n over all successor states (; ′, x′) with
* (; ′, x′) < * (;, x).

Then, Prterm(G) ≥ 1 − ? .

This rule demands a SI-indicator (SI, ?) and a bounded variant* such that SI induces a stochastic
invariant (Ψ, ?) that contains the terminal state. Intuitively, this rule works by splitting the state
space into terminating and possibly non-terminating segments. The invariant Ψ represents the
terminating section of the state space. The application of McIver & Morgan’s Rule 3.1 with the
variant * allows us to deduce that, were the execution be restricted to Ψ, the program almost-
surely terminates. Observe that the variant * effectively considers all states outside Ψ to be ter-
minal. Therefore, G almost-surely either escapes Ψ or terminates within Ψ. Non-termination is
thus subsumed by the event of escaping the invariant, the probability of which is ? . Hence, the
probability of termination is ≥ 1 − ? .
Observe that, like our AST Rule 3.2, this rule requires a supermartingale and a variant function

that work in tandem. However, unlike Rule 3.2, the supermartingale and the variant are entirely
bounded.
This soundness argument was formally shown by Chatterjee et al. [10]. In their original pre-

sentation, they do not specify an exact technique for determining the almost-sure property of
either termination within or escape from the induced stochastic invariant Ψ. We will explain our
choice of the bounded variant Rule 3.1 of McIver and Morgan [36] in a moment. They addition-
ally claimed the completeness of this rule, assuming the usage of a complete rule for almost-sure
termination. If their completeness argument were true, it would indicate that all probabilistic pro-
grams induce state spaces that can neatly be partitioned into terminating and non-terminating
sections. In Section 5.3, we show that this isn’t the case using a counterexample where this split
isn’t possible.
Nevertheless, this rule is complete for finite-state programs. This finite-state completeness pairs

well with the finite-state completeness of the bounded variant Rule 3.1 we use to certify the almost-
sure property contained in the rule.

Lemma 5.2. Rule 5.2 is complete for finite state CFGs.
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Proof. In this proof, we argue about the stochastic invariants directly. The SI-indicator and
variant functions can be derived from them using prior techniques [10, 36].

Let G be a finite state CFG. Partition Reach(G), the set of states reachable from the initial
state of G, into (a) the singleton containing the terminal state Σ⊥, (b) the bad states Σ103 with the
property that no finite paths ending on these states can be extended to a terminal run, (c) the good
states Σ6>>3 such that if a scheduler 5 induces a finite path ending at a good state f , 5 induces at
least one terminating run passing through f , and (d) the remaining neutral states Σ=4DCA0; , with
the property that each neutral state f is associated with a pathological scheduler sf that induces
runs that, if they pass through f , do not terminate. Notice that, as long as ? < 1 (the case where
? = 1 is trivial, so we skip it), the initial state of G is in Σ6>>3 . We show that (Σ6>>3 ∪ Σ⊥, ?) is the
required stochastic invariant.
We begin by showing that runs that remain inside Σ6>>3∪Σ⊥ almost-surely terminate. Fix a state

f ∈ Σ6>>3 . Map to every scheduler s that induces runs passing through f the shortest terminating
consistent finite path cs beginning from f . Suppose, for some scheduler s, |cs | > |Reach(G)|.
Then, cs must visit some f ′ ∈ Reach(G) twice. This indicates a loop from f ′ → f ′ in G, and there
must thus exist a scheduler s′ that extends cs by repeating this loop infinitely often. Since cs is the
smallest terminating finite path beginning from f , the same holds for all terminating finite paths
consistent with s beginning from f . Thus, all terminating runs consistent with s that pass through
f must contain a loop. There must exist a scheduler s′ which exploits these loops and yields no
terminating runs passing through f . Fig. 1 depicts the operation of s′. Observe that the existence
of s′ contradicts f ∈ Σ6>>3 .
Therefore, from every state f ∈ Σ6>>3 , there is a terminating run of length ≤ |Reach(G)| no

matter which scheduler is used. Thus, the probability of leaving Σ6>>3 from f is bounded below

by @ |Reach (G) | , where @ is the smallest transition probability of G (note that @ only exists because
G is finite state). Further, Σ6>>3 only contains non-terminal states. This enables the zero-one law
of probabilistic processes [36, Lemma 2.6.1], allowing us to deduce the almost-certain escape from
Σ6>>3 to Σ⊥ ∪ Σ103 ∪ Σ=4DCA0; . Hence, under all schedulers, the probability of either terminating
inside Σ6>>3 ∪ Σ⊥ or entering Σ103 ∪ Σ=4DCA0; is 1.
We now show that (Σ6>>3 ∪ Σ1>C , ?) is a stochastic invariant. It’s easy to see that if a run ever

enters Σ103 , it never terminates. We know that if an execution enters some f ∈ Σ=4DCA0; under
a pathological scheduler sf , it never terminates. Let f1 and f2 be neutral states and s1 and s2 be
their corresponding pathological schedulers. Notice that s1 may induce terminating executions
that pass through f2. One can build a scheduler s3 that mimics s1 until the execution reaches f2,
and once it does, mimics s2. Thus, s3 would produce the pathological behaviour of both s1 and s2.
In this way, we compose the pathological behavior of all neutral states to produce a scheduler f
that induces runs that, if they enter a neutral state, never terminate. Under f, leaving Σ6>>3 ∪ Σ⊥

is equivalent to non-termination, and all terminating runs are made up of good states until their
final states.
Take a scheduler s that induces terminating runs that pass through neutral states. Compose the

scheduler s′ that mimics s until the execution enters a neutral state and mimics f from then on.
Let)s and)s′ be the collection of terminating runs consistent with s and s′ respectively. Each run
in)s′ is made up of good and/or terminal states, and is therefore consistent with s. Hence,)s ⊃ )s′

and, because s and s′ agree on)s′ , we have Ps ()s) > Ps ()s′), where Ps is the probability measures
in the semantics of G induced by s.
Leaving Σ6>>3 ∪Σ⊥ is equivalent to entering Σ=4DCA0; ∪Σ⊥. Observe that the probability of never

leaving Σ6>>3 ∪ Σ⊥ under s is the same as the probability of never leaving Σ6>>3 ∪ Σ⊥ under s′, as
s and s′ agree until then. Furthermore, the probability measure of never leaving Σ6>>3 ∪ Σ⊥ is just
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;1 ;2;3

G1/G2

G1 ≔ G2
G2 ≔ G2 + G3
G3 ≔ G3/2

1 − (G1/G2 )

Fig. 2. Counterexample to the SI-rule for lower bounds.With an initial state of (;1, (1, 2, 1/4)), the termination
probability of this program is 1/2. However, there is no SI that shows this.

Prs ()s′) = Prs′ ()s′ ). Add Prterm(G) ≥ 1 − ? =⇒ ?s′ ()s′ ) ≥ 1 − ? , and we get that, under s, the
probability of leaving Σ6>>3 ∪ Σ⊥ is upper bounded by ? . Since this is true for any s, the lemma is
proved. �

We do not show the relative completeness of this rule; nevertheless, this is easy to show using
techniques discussed in prior rules.

5.2 Our Rule

We now show a sound and complete rule for lower bounds that fixes the prior Rule 5.2. This rule is
implicitly contained in the details of the erroneous proof of [10]. It is principally similar to Rule 4.1,
in that it identifies finite sub-instances where prior rules can apply. It then combines the proofs of
these sub-instances to deduce the desired lower bound.

Proof Rule 5.3: Lower Bounds Rule

If for all = ∈ N, there are functions (�= and *= that enable the application of Rule 5.2 to
deduce Prterm(G) ≥ 1 − (? + 1

=
), then Prterm(G) ≥ 1 − ? .

Soundness of this rule follows trivially from the soundness of the prior Rule 5.2. The complete-
ness of this rule is derived from the unrolling lemma; to reach a termination probability of ? ,
the program must be able to amass a termination probability of ? − 1

=
within a finite subspace.

Lemma 5.2 shows that finiteness can always be captured by the prior Rule 5.2.

Lemma 5.3. Rule 5.3 is relatively complete.

Proof. Let G be CFG such that Prterm(G) ≥ 1 − ? for some ? > 0. Fix some = ∈ N. Let := be
the upper bound over the required simulation times across all schedulers to amass a termination
probability of ? − 1/=. Denote by Σ= the set of states f such that there is a finite path of length
at most := beginning at (;8=8C, x8=8C) and ending at f . Clearly, Σ= must be finite and, for a fixed
scheduler s, the probability measure of the collection of terminating runs made up of states in Σ=

consistent with s must be ≥ ? − 1/=. Additionally, observe that runs of G either terminate inside
Σ= or leave Σ=. By the soundness of Rule 5.2, the termination probability of Gi= must be ≥ ? −1/=.
Each stochastic invariant (Σ=, ? + 1/=) can be transformed into SI-Indicators (SI=, ? + 1/=) us-

ing prior techniques [10]. Representing each (�= and *= in Th(Q) can be done using techniques
described in the proof of Lemma 4.4. Hence, this rule is relatively complete. �

5.3 Counterexample to Completeness for Rule 5.2

[10] claimed that their Rule 5.2 is complete for all programs. As promised, we now demonstrate a
counterexample to their claim of completeness.
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Rule 5.2 for lower bounds can be applied onto any CFG that induces a set of states Ψ with the
property that executions remain within Ψ with exactly the probability of termination. As men-
tioned previously, not all programs are so well behaved. Consider the programK defined in Fig. 2.
The initial location of K is ;1, and the values of the variables (G1, G2, G3) are (1, 2, 1/4). ;1 is a

probabilistic location, ;3 is an assignment location, and ;2 is a terminal location. It isn’t difficult to
prove that the probability of termination of K is 1/2; we leave the details to the diligent reader.
The SI-rule for lower bounds requires a stochastic invariant (ΨK , 1/2) such that executions almost-
surely either terminate or exit ΨK .

Lemma 5.4. There is no stochastic invariant (ΨK , 1/2) of K such that runs almost-surely either
terminate or leave ΨK .

Proof. Suppose there does exist a stochastic invariant (ΨK , 1/2) that satisfies these properties.
Therefore, the probability measure of the union of the collection of runs LeaveΨ that leaveΨK and
the runs TermΨ that terminate inside ΨK is 1. However, because ΨK is a stochastic invariant, the
probability measure of LeaveΨ is bounded above by 1/2. This means that the measure of TermΨ is
bounded below by 1/2. But, the termination probability ofK is 1/2. Consequently, the measure of
TermΨ must be exactly 1/2. This means TermΨ contains all terminating runs of K .

It is easy to see that from any state (;, x) reachable from the initial state, there is a finite path of
length at most 2 that leads it to a terminal state. Therefore, all reachable states (;, x) are a part of
some terminating run; meaning that the set of states that make up the runs in TermΨ must be the
set of reachable states. This is only possible when ΨK is the set of reachable states. This means
no runs leave ΨK , and therefore, the measure of TermΨ is 1. This contradicts the fact that the
termination probability of K is 1/2. �

A note on syntax. The CFG of Chatterjee et al. [10] over which the claim of completeness of
Rule 5.2 was made do not feature fractional expressions guiding probabilistic branching. Neverthe-
less, they can be simulated with small programs that only use the basic coin flip [21]. Therefore,
Fig. 2 is a valid counterexample to their claim.

6 TRAVELING BETWEEN PROOF SYSTEMS

A new proof rule, ultimately, is interesting only if one can actually prove the termination of many
programs. In order to show that our proof rules, in addition to their theoretical properties, are also
applicable in a variety of situations, we demonstrate that proofs in many existing proof systems
can be compiled into our proof rules.

From McIver and Morgan [36]. The variant functions from Rule 3.1 immediately form the variant
functions required in Rule 3.2. Take� to simply be the singleton containing the terminal state, and
set + to 0 at the terminal state and 1 everywhere else. This gives all we need to apply Rule 3.2.

From McIver et al. [37]. The AST proof rule proposed by McIver et al. [37] has been applied onto a
variety of programs, and has been shown to be theoretically applicable over the 2D randomwalker.
Applications of their rule effectively requires the construction of a distance variant that is also a
supermartingale. We note that their variants can be reused in Rule 3.2 with little alterations as both
the supermartingale and variant functions. This means proofs in their rule can be easily translated
to proofs that use Rule 3.2.

From Rule 3.2 to Rule 4.1. Hidden in the proof of the soundness of Rule 3.2 are the stochastic in-
variants that form the basis of Rule 4.1. Fix a ? , and take the set Ψf = {W ∈ Inv | + (W) ≤ E�}

for a sufficiently high value of E� to yield an upper bound of ? on the probability of exiting Ψf .
Then, expand Ψf with the states necessary to keep all shortest consistent terminal runs across
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schedulers from states inΨf entirely within Ψf . In spite of these extensions, the value of+ will be
entirely bounded when restricted to states in Ψf . It is then trivial to build the indicator functions
from each stochastic invariant (Ψf , ?) and the variant functions from* , completing a translation
from Rule 3.2 to Rule 4.1. Note that using this technique, one can translate proofs from McIver
et al. [37] and McIver and Morgan [36] to Rule 4.1 as well.

Using Guard Strengthening [19]. Feng et al. [19] have demonstrated Guard Strengthening as a tech-
nique for proving lower bounds on, amongst others, the termination of deterministic probabilistic
programs. In principle, their technique can be translated to apply overCFGs as follows: strengthen
each transition guard by a suitable predicatei and add self loops at all locations guarded by¬i . We
observe that guards can succinctly overapproximate the set of states forming finite-state stochas-
tic invariants: simply take the highest and lowest values each variable can take while remaining
in the invariant, and form a predicate that limits each variable within these bounds. Thus, guards
serve as convenience mechanisms for the application of Rule 5.3. Additionally, observe that when
proving lower bounds on termination probabilities, relevant finite state stochastic invariants Ψf

for each reachable state f are guaranteed to exist. Therefore, each stochastic invariant in Rule 5.3
can be more succinctly represented using guards.

Using Stochastic Invariants [10]. Separately, Chatterjee et al. [10] have shown the applicability of
Rule 5.2 to demonstrate lower bounds on the termination probabilities for a variety of programs,
and have also presented template-based synthesis techniques for achieving limited completeness.
These proofs are also valid for Rule 5.3, by setting the same stochastic invariant for each =.

7 CONCLUSION

We have presented the first sound and relatively complete proof rules for qualitative and quan-
titative termination of probabilistic programs with bounded probabilistic and nondeterministic
choice. Our proof rules combine the familiar ingredients of supermartingales and variant func-
tions in novel ways to reach completeness. We have demonstrated relative completeness of our
rules in the assertion language of arithmetic. Our rules are able to accommodate existing proof
techniques in the literature with minimal effort, thus demonstrating their applicability.
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